SCULPTURE GARDEN SCAVENGER HUNT
Let’s explore the Sculpture Garden! Can you find all of the items below?

Our Sculpture Garden is home to an owl! Can you spot this nocturnal fowl?

You might not expect this Spineless Nopal to be growing in a place that is quite so tall!

A flower with pollen made of metal? This satellite dish is surrounded by petals.

ArtStart students created a clue in this game. Can you find this artist’s painted name?

Albert Dicruttalo created these two. Where do you go to get this view?

This plaque honors this group with a cheer! Can you find the missing year?

Its branch is often a symbol of peace. Can you find an olive leaf?

This region was popular for growing plums. Can you find its purple leaf, like this one?

Guerneville’s redwoods are well-known. Can you find one of these redwood cones?